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Books and MoocsSEN3004: https://plus.google.com/u/0/communities/108570514394376300693Collective knowledge buildingRange of equipment: any tech is SEN
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What does a supportive classroom look like?
What technologies, tools and apps are available?

Exploring digital strategies for inclusive 
learning

• Key assistive technologies supporting pupils with SENDs

• Multisensory approaches supporting inclusion

• Bringing together physical and digital learning

• Planning to teach computing across the ability range



Key assistive technologies 
supporting pupils with SENDs  



All learners want to control, create and have an 
impact

Most are confident with technology  

But many are challenged by issues of
attention, pace, accessibility, handwriting

There are individual issues and individual solutions,
and there are some universally useful tools

An inclusive approach also takes into account 
student and parental views

An inclusive approach



Convergence of assistive and 
mainstream technologies



Technology offers choice

● choices of access methods
● visual and auditory support
● ways of handling print
● ways of recording ideas
● separate mechanics from ideas
● keep pace with ideas

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
a more varied approach with visual supportsthe option to adapt digital texts and handoutsdifferent ways to access course content and to present learning outcomes using mediaa chance to be more independentpersonalised learning approaches and customisation optionsbuilt-in accessibility/productivity options that make reading and writing more comfortable and efficient: e.g. magnification, colour/contrast changes, text to speech, voice recognition



Key tools supporting literacy
● Text to speech (TTS)

● Voice Dream Reader app, Prizmo app, Natural Reader 

● Voice recognition
● Siri, Dragon, Dragon Dictate, digital assistants: Alexa, Siri, Google Voice

● Note-taking
● Livescribe pen, Notability, Audionote & Soundnote apps, MyScript apps, 

● All-in-one tools
● Clicker 7, WriteOnline, Read & Write Gold, ClaroRead, GoQ, Widgit software

● Online tools:
● Doorway Online, Popplet, Let Me Type, Purple Mash, Dance Mat Typing, Readability, 

ViewPure, Evernote, XMind

● Software
● Englishtype Junior and Senior, WordShark and NumberShark, Kidspiration and 

Inspiration mindmapping, inbuilt Word features

● Chrome and Firefox browser plugins
● text to speech, colour changing, page de-cluttering, speed reading, mind mapping, time 

management and voice recognition



Voice Dream Reader app £6.99

Natural Reader (free)

Siri (free)

Prizmo app £6.99

Voice recognition and TTS



All-in-one tools
Clicker 7 WriteOnline

Supported by http://www.learninggrids.com/uk/
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Demonstrate Clicker 7: pets



Mobile devices
● Inbuilt features: sound recorder, video and still images supporting productivity

● Accessibility options

● Apps for content creation, specific skills and productivity

Specific Skills
Hairy Letters
Pocket Phonics
Spellosaur
AcceleRead AcceleWrite
Dexteria
Bitsboard (Grasshopper.com)
Quizlet

Content Creation
Book Creator
iMovie
PuppetPals
Greenscreen by DoInk
PicCollage
Explain Everything
Thinglink
Madpad
Strip Designer
Adobe Voice
Shadow Puppets
Scan and Scan.me

Productivity
Prizmo
Voice Dream Reader
Soundnote
MyScript apps
MindMeister
Readability
Writepad
IntoWords 
Clicker apps
Office Lens

Top apps for literacy: http://padlet.com/helencaldwell/topapps
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Top apps for literacy: http://padlet.com/helencaldwell/topapps 

http://padlet.com/helencaldwell/topapps


Apps to explore 

Math support:
Myscript mathpad
Myscript calculator
Modmath

Writing support
Spellosaur
Letter School lite
Sentence maker
Myscript memo
Myscript smartnote
Things that go together
Siri
Dragon Dictation
Pocket phonics
Bitsboard 

Content creation:
Book Creator
Shadow Puppet
Adobe Voice
Explain Everything
Thinglink
Strip Designer
Greenscreen by DoInk

Ideas organisation:
Popplet
Visual planner
Quizlet

Reading support:
Readability
Collins Big cat playing
Collins big cat cold dark night
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How to search for apps



Wheel of apps for dyslexia from 
www.callscotland.org.uk

http://www.callscotland.org.uk/


Digital Social Stories

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For many children with special needs social stories are very helpful for staying on task and ensuring that the child is prepared for future events and activities. Carol Gray, a teacher of children with autism, evolved Social Stories as a social learning tool. Social Stories are carefully crafted narratives, which describe a situation, skill, or concept according to set research based criteria. The stories are intended for children with special needs, autism in particular, but not exclusively as children with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), Downs Syndrome, developmental delays and so on may also benefit. Anon, (2017). [online] Available at: http://carolgraysocialstories.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/Social-Stories-10.0-10.2-Comparison-Chart.pdf [Accessed 27 Feb. 2017]. Social Stories can:Improve a child’s  behavior when there are changes in routines.Encourage a child to complete less-preferred tasks.Reinforce or teach abstract concepts, such as time (e.g., next, later), actions, and prepositions (e.g., open, put in,)Break down multi-step tasks into smaller, more manageable parts.Increase your child’s independence by improving his ability to complete parts of his routine with less help or prompting.HandHold Adaptive created StoryMaker appBoardmaker lets you create talking books, behavior supports, schedules, rewards charts Book CreatoriMoviePuppet Pals



Making digital social stories
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https://youtu.be/O-OMgPjorxAMake your own social stories. Watch them together periodically as needed, but students can view them any time by scanning a QR code.The repetition and practice necessary in teaching behaviors is easy with technology along with a positive behaviour support strategy. Links: http://www.zigzagstech.com/2014/10/social-stories-book-creator.htmlhttps://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/storymaker-for-social-stories/id570007786?mt=8https://www.thinglink.com/scene/669539314496962560https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O-OMgPjorxAhttps://dochub.com/helencaldwell/Omm1XM/puppet-pals-presentation-cue-2012-web-version-pdf 



Visual schedules
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First-Then was designed for individuals with Autism, communication needs, developmental delays, Down’s Syndrome, Alzheimer’s, or anyone who would benefit from a structured environment.Picto-Selector contains over 2800 simple yet effective black and white images with supporting text which can be translated into a number of languages. Also a great communication aid for children with English as a Second or Other Language (ESOL) support need in the early stages. ChoiceBoard Creator: free apps for making customizable choice boards for the unique needs of individuals with communication challenges. It reinforces correct choice by either playing a video reward or expanding the selected image and playing the customized auditory rewards.Examples of choice boards/activities:�•Odd one out (find the image that is different)�•Music player (touch the correct image to play the tune)�•Present vocabulary, sight words, shapes, numbers, or alphabets  �An excellent tool to train and prepare users for more sophisticated communication devices 



Ballyland for VoiceOver
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https://youtqu.be/2_xOCU7ytas Ballyland Magic AppAn educational iPad game that helps children with vision impairment to learn and practice a number of VoiceOver gestures.You don’t need to be a VoiceOver expert to assist the child.��



Technology supporting VI
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Be My Eyes app has over 400,000 volunteers around the world on hand to support 350,000 blind users by answering short queries using iPhone to iPhone cameras. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-39056979Roddy is six years old and uses the Prodigi Connect 12 magnifier in class to help with magnification. Samsung Android tablet with Humanware’s magnification app, which is supported on an in-built stand. The distance magnifier, which attaches to Roddy’s desk with a snake clamp can magnify the Smartboard and wall posters. Videos and films as well as content for sharing on the teacher’s laptop, can be shared via Wi-Fi directly to Roddy’s tablet using the TeamViewer app. £2300.https://youtu.be/EKWFi8cnVgE     



Orcam reader
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https://youtu.be/gpHQBfNB-U8http://www.orcam.com/OrCam MyEye reads any printed text on any surface, including newspapers, books, computer screens, restaurant menus, labels on supermarket products and street signs, instantly relaying it to the user through a built-in mini speaker. Identifies money, faces, even twins. ��



Augmented reality supporting HI
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https://wildcataz.wikispaces.com/Augmented+Reality+for+Special+Education�Deaf individuals also do not always like to have an sign language interpreter escorting them all day long. Augmented reality glasses "Looking Glass" use variety of speech recognition technologies and create a speech balloon to instantly visualize what people are saying and see voices in real-time. The speech bubbles will indicate what direction or where the voice and sound is coming from. This especially will be beneficial in a group setting where several different people may be interacting.http://www.sensory.com/vuzix-partners-sensory-deliver-voice-recognition-smart-glasses-enhance-efficiencies-workplace/�



Buttons and switches

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lHZBp
vBTb10
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https://youtu.be/lHZBpvBTb10 Using switches is a great way to enable communication and teach and explore cause and effect. This YouTube clip demonstrates the use of switches (BIGmack specifically) to communicate to the adult what the girl wants her to do- turn on the music drum, showing a very simple yet hugely effective way to allow her to communicate and her 'voice' be recognised. �� 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lHZBpvBTb10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lHZBpvBTb10


Switch training
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Links:http://www.hirstwood.com/course-notes/online-ipad-training-2/ipads-with-external-switches/Stephen Hawking: https://youtu.be/OTmPw4iy0hk  http://www.inclusive.co.uk/Lib/Doc/pubs/switch-progression-road-map.pdfSwitches can also be used for a number of other means, for example to turn something on and off or to select certain things when using it with a computer. They are also adaptable to different needs, i.e. could be in the form of a large button, a joystick, a head switch etc. This makes switches a great resource within many settings providing for individuals with SEND. There are a few things that you need to be aware of with switch access. The first, and most important is that the action you are trying to use to activate the switch, for example, a push with a hand or foot, a nudge with a head or a blow on a pneumatic switch, needs to be both intentional and consistent.Some practitioners can make the mistake of putting a switch near to someones hand, where with a lot of concentration and effort, they can press it 50% of the time. Whilst this is a big gain over no access to their tablet, it may be that they can move their foot much more easily, or a knee movement is more consistent, if that is the case, then you should look at utilising that movement as the switch function, rather than just going with the obvious movement. They key is to look at the body of the person you are trying to support as a whole, and identify what movement can be repeated consistently and with minimal effort, after all we are trying to make access to the tablet as easy as possible!  



Gesture based technologies
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https://youtu.be/bSbIZkqlY9IGesture based computing uses body movements or voice to control applications rather than a keyboard, mouse or other input device. Inclusive provision is made easier with gesture based computing as the range of input methods available can give children independent access to digital resources for learning and leisure. Gesture responsive technologies include:tablet devices which rely on hand or finger movements such as swiping, tapping, and stretching for navigation and control. eye gaze control systems which give full PC control through tracking the pupil movement motion sensors from the world of gaming such as Xbox Kinect or Nintendo Wii remote controller which detect body movements which are translated into action on screenvoice recognition applications, and personal assistants such as Apple’s Siri which enable users to control mobile iOS devices through speechGesture based technology is increasingly becoming part of our everyday lives at home through the use of smart phones, tablets and gaming devices such as the Wii and Kinect. The basic principle is that gesture based technology uses gesture as the main input method, rather than a mouse, switch or a keyboard. This gesture can be touch (swiping, pinching, pressing a screen), physical gesture (moving hands, arms, fingers, head or even the eyes) or speech and sound. The emphasis is on a direct interaction between the self and the device, with little or nothing in-between.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bSbIZkqlY9IEye gazeLeapmotionKinectKinect (or Depth Sensing Cameras) Depth sensing cameras normally use both a normal camera and an infrared camera to track a large three dimensional area. They can recognise people and movement in this area and feed this information back to the computer. A typical set up uses a PC, a projector and a depth sensing camera to enable pupils to interact with programs by moving part or all of their bodies. Cause and effect is instantaneous with this technology as any movement will cause a reaction on screen and these reactions then invite further exploration. Interactive floor projectorThis technology was introduced for two specific purposes. It allows our pupils with very poor physical mobility to interact meaningfully and independently with their immediate environment and it also gives our ‘slower movers’ motivation to be more active. The main users of this are those with severe physical disabilities such as cerebral palsy. The system uses infra-red motion cameras and a projector to create an interactive area on the floor.https://gesturesen.wikispaces.com/file/view/gesture_based_technology%20my%20llais%20article.pdf/537259020/gesture_based_technology%20my%20llais%20article.pdf 



Gesture based technologies
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Case Study J is a pupil with cerebral palsy who has limited movement of his elbows and head. He is a very accomplished switch user and uses switches to access music tracks, computer programs and sound clips. He loves high pitched sounds and harp noises so for his free time in school now he accesses a tablet either by stroking it with his cheek to create the sounds he likes or by using apps that use the camera to detect his motion and convert that into sound. This has the advantage of enabling him to create sounds in a more fluid way than with a single switch press, he can move fast or slow with large or small movements to create a variety of sounds for himself.Case Study One of our most responsive floor projector users is a 7 year old pupil working at a P3i level with severe cerebral palsy. He has limited movement of his arms and legs and cannot stand or sit unaided but when out of his chair he can roll around on the floor. He absolutely loves the floor projector and it really motivates him to move his arms, legs and head as when he does stars, lights and flowers emerge from every movement. In this way he can also pop balloons, squish insects, splat ice creams and move graphics. When he is on the floor projector his activity levels increase dramatically as he has a compelling reason to move - because when he does, wonderful things happen around him. The most important thing as well is that he is doing it himself.A post-graduate action research project for a Post-Graduate Diploma in Professional Development in SLD/PMLD at Swansea Metropolitan University introduced a young teenage man with ASD, working at around P5 National Curriculum level, to Somantics using the Kinect in March 2012 in the school ICT suite. He was very disengaged from most other activities in school and before the research he was observed during four activities and given a score on the Leuven Scale of Involvement and Well Being for each as a baseline. The Leuven scale is a standard used to measure Involvement and Well Being, usually in mainstream early years settings but it fitted well with this research which was trying to increase his engagement in school. Link: http://www.kindengezin.be/img/sics-ziko-manual.pdf�He scored very low for the four activities before the project, around 2 on the scale. He was then introduced to Somantics during short one to one sessions, around 4 a week for a month period. Video evidence was taken of all of the sessions to be analysed later. His first interaction with the system scored an average of 3-4 on the Leuven scale. At the end of the sessions he was scoring 4-5 for both his Well Being and Involvement during the sessions while he interacted with his favourite programs on the system, mainly Painter and Sparkles.https://gesturesen.wikispaces.com/Anthony Rhys and James Winchester Trinity Fields SchoolThe Somantics program, which uses the Kinect sensor can be downloaded for free at www.somantics.orgThe Somantics concept is a a suite of applications that use touch, gesture and camera input to encourage, capture and amplify the interests of young people with Autistic Spectrum Conditions and other related communication difficulties. The overarching goal of Somantics is promote greater self-awareness, confidence and independence."Somantics on desktop requires an MS Kinect controller (not the cheaper Xbox Kinect)There is also an excellent and free iPad app available on the Apple AppstoreSomantics software has been developed at Cardiff Metropolitan University as a resource to engage, stimulate and encourage creative movement in children with ASD. The software is free, can be downloaded online and used on a PC, Mac or as an iPad app. Pair Somantics with an Xbox Kinect (the motion sensor device that comes with an Xbox) and then link to an overhead projector; the Kinect senses a child’s movement and translates this via the software to projected graphics on the wall. Somantics is designed to engage children visually and physically thereby promoting self-awareness, confidence and communication. Through body movements, children can paint the wall with colour, create sparkles and so on. Although the app is intended for use with children with ASD, it can be used in the gym to stimulate creative movement, or as a colourful addition for an expressive dance activity especially for a deaf child who may benefit from the visual support. Children who find it hard to move, or to express themselves though their body, or who have limited movement may enjoy the sense of play and exploration this tool brings – as soon as you realise your movement has an effect upon the visual display, it’s hard to resist exploring the effects you can create. There is also an iPad version of the software. Cariad Interactive. (2017). Somantics. [online] Available at: http://cariadinteractive.com/somantics/ [Accessed 27 Feb. 2017]. 



Accessible music
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https://youtu.be/2E_fXv5_O0ohttps://youtu.be/Fd1abmwSzOohttps://youtu.be/mhM_rbFWCCs BEAMZ £250Soundbeam £2000Phonotonic £10 
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https://youtu.be/uv58n4SNq5E?t=3Eye gaze tracking can be used as an assessment tool for teachers; Look to Learn software, for example, gives teachers a visual tracking analysis which shows the child’s focus and engagement with activities on screen intended to inform lesson planning. We also began by using software titles such as ‘Target and Touch Patterns/Music’, ‘Mouse skills’, ‘The Grid 2’, ‘Helpkidzlearn’ and YouTube video clips. These activities are colourful, motivating and fun for our pupils. Knowing that our users are ‘watching’ the video clip means that we can be confident that they can watch the whiteboard and the television elsewhere.It is becoming a window into the minds of a lot of our pupils. and as the only physical movement it requires is the eyes we are currently trialling it with a large cohort of our PMLD pupils. This technology, which has been used traditionally as an AAC device, is being used in our setting as an open ended engagement tool. The eyegaze device which fits under the PC screen tracks the eyes and enables the user to control the mouse cursor. By using it pupils can create lovely sensory effects, or choose from options just by looking at a screen. Until we try technology such as this we do not always fully appreciate the cognitive abilities of our pupils with severe physical disabilities.The most useful aspect of ‘Look to Learn’ is the ‘analysis’ button. After the pupil has finished an activity you can see the ‘hot spots’ of where they have been looking and evaluate whether they are successful at that level. Eye Gaze has taught us a lot about our pupils’ visual field i.e. we now know where to position symbols for successful choice making and what angle to feed pupils from.��https://youtu.be/_l9hx4UrvykGround breaking advancements in technology such as eye gaze control systems can give a child access to the digital world; this can give a child a sense of freedom and autonomy, as well as many new and exciting opportunities to learn and play. Like virtual reality, eye gaze has become more affordable and is increasingly prevalent in education. Eye gaze works by tracking the pupil of a learner; as the child holds his/her gaze on an on-screen item for a pre-set time, the item is selected. For some children, eye gaze requires less effort than a switch (an alternative PC access method) and can help a child with physical difficulties achieve his/her best. For children with no cor limited speech, eye gaze gives access to Augmented and Alternative Communication (AAC), which are powerful communication systems using software such as The Grid 2. In basic terms, The Grid 2 presents vocabulary grids with words, pictures (or both) as well as text-based communication. The Grid 2 is not only a fast and accurate communication tool, but also a computer access programme.



https://youtu.be/uv58n4SNq5Ehttps://youtu.be/WAqJ9oUqnuw
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https://youtu.be/WAqJ9oUqnuwHeath, a student from the University of Tasmania, discusses how he has benefited from inclusive technology, in particular Eye Gaze technology. The common theme with all of this technology is t hat it enables some pupils to do things they never would have been able to do without it. The most crucial aspect of this is that they are doing these things themselves.Here is some useful info from Smartbox�Most modern eye trackers available on the market utilize near-infrared technology along with a high-resolution camera to track the movement of the eyes. The underlying concept, commonly referred to as pupil center corneal reflection (PCCR), is rather straightforward:�Near-infrared light is directed towards the center of the eyes (pupil), causing visible reflections in the cornea (outer-most optical element of the eye). These reflections are tracked by a camera.��



Eye gaze resources

http://www.inclusive.co.uk/Lib/Doc/pubs/eye-gaze-hkl.pdf
https://thinksmartbox.com/story/3-ways-to-use-look-to-learn
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 http://www.inclusive.co.uk/Lib/Doc/pubs/eye-gaze-hkl.pdfhttps://thinksmartbox.com/story/3-ways-to-use-look-to-learn/:Assisted ScanningWe then tried Assisted Scanning. An approach I’ve only just learnt from a presentation from an amazing lady named Susan Norwell. We used this first with the Rock Band Game. I asked him if he wanted to choose the drums… He looked straight at my face (our que for yes)… So I clicked the drummer for Macsen. This kicked off a drum solo.Touch InteractionWhile I was fiddling with the angle and lighting Macsen was really trying to look. In his frustration he started to reach for the screen. He never reaches out, so I took the opportunity, disconnected the tablet and encouraged him to touch the screen. EyeGazeAlthough these other accessible methods were fun and provided variety, but the next day we used the app using our normal Eye Gaze method. It was also fun and as natural as the original.We began by trialling ‘Jackson Pollock’ a painting programme; the pupils’ receive instant feedback by creating their own painting using their eyes. This program is still a firm favourite with our pupils and their parents. In some cases this painting is the first piece of art work their son/daughter has ever created completely independently. We print these off and put them on to cards for special days and even print them onto canvases for a gift to parents.We also began by using software titles such as ‘Target and Touch Patterns/Music’, ‘Mouse skills’, ‘The Grid 2’, ‘Helpkidzlearn’ and YouTube video clips. The common theme with all of this technology is that it enables some pupils to do things they never would have been able to do without it. The most crucial aspect of this is that they are doing these things themselves.

http://www.inclusive.co.uk/Lib/Doc/pubs/eye-gaze-hkl.pdf
https://thinksmartbox.com/story/3-ways-to-use-look-to-learn


Mind control
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https://youtu.be/MZ7fAJguac0



Mind control
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https://youtu.be/Czsr_2IE7Aw



Independent living
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The teaching of independent living or ‘life skills’ enables children to become resilient and confident in managing day-to-day activities and tasks as they move towards adulthood. Technology can open up new worlds for children and it doesn’t need to be cutting edge to be effective; a tool as simple as a Talking Tin can be used to take a recorded message to the school office giving a mute child an important role in school life. From making music to pouring a drink, there is a huge range of daily tasks and activities that technology can help with. For a child with SENDs, assistive technology can unleash hidden potential affording the child a much needed sense of autonomy and control and a demonstrates his/her ability to be independent of the adults and carers around. Children can gain a strong sense of what difference and inclusion mean by seeing the range of technological aids and adaptations manufactured to improve the quality of and independence in peoples’ lives. An enterprising PSHE lesson could involve children researching and designing an aid for an elderly person, a homeless person, or someone with a disability.  Through deploying inclusive solutions in the classroom, all children learn that there are many ways to solve a problem and that people have varying needs.  Talking clocks or Look Tel Money Reader, an app developed to speak the value of paper notes for those with sight loss, is an interesting way for  sighted children in the early stages to learn about money and the power of technology to assist in daily life. The Look Tel Recogniser app can also be both fun and educational in the home corner – sighted children can make a library of kitchen items with audio descriptions for others to ‘recognise’ through the device’s camera.  Another aid for developing independence and life skills for visually impaired children is the Penfriend 2 Labeller. Penfriend can label anything and everything through digital voice recording. The pen has tactile operating buttons in high contrast yellow and comes with labels. To make voice recordings, touch the sticker labels with the pen then play back voice labels by re-touching the sticker with the pen. Young children who are learning to read and write may find the speech support offered by this tool supportive in the classroom, as will children with ESOL. 



Some key strategies
● Promoting independence through customised routines, individual 

and differentiated choices

● eBook formats with screen adjustments, sound, highlighted text and 
voice recording for active reading and responding

● Flipped learning approaches allowing choices over ways into topics, 
control over place and pace

● Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) to personalise learning through a 
purposeful media-rich approach

● Collaborative working: Google Apps for Education and Office 365

● Apps and tools for visible learning and targeted feedback

● Promoting the idea of productivity tools rather than assistive 
technology  

Presenter Notes
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 SocrativeGoogle docsShow meShowbie



Links
Sources for eBooks:

● Whispersync Immersion Reading on Kindle Fire HDX

● Learning Ally (voice synched): https://www.learningally.org/

● Load2Learn accessible textbooks: load2learn.org.uk

● Bookshare UK: www.bookshare.org/cms/bookshare-uk

● Audible.co.uk 

● Oxford Owl; www.oxfordowl.co.uk/

● International Children's Digital Library: 
http://en.childrenslibrary.org/)

● Storynory: www.storynory.com/
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Other useful links:Helen’s Pinterest boards: https://www.pinterest.com/helencaldwel/technology-supporting-literacy-difficulties/ BDA Technology: http://bdatech.orgApps for foundation skills: maths: http://padlet.com/helencaldwell/DGNumeracyApps for foundation skills: literacy: http://padlet.com/helencaldwell/DGLiteracyApps for content creation: https://www.thinglink.com/scene/605754604830851074Apps for making learning visible: https://www.thinglink.com/scene/606221289526394882 Call Scotland app wheel: http://www.callscotland.org.uk/Common-Assets/ckfinder/userfiles/files/Wheel_0f_Apps_V1_0.pdf Apps for Dyslexia: https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/6995822/Apps%20for%20Dyslexia%202.htmlOur World My Future Presentations: https://vimeo.com/67724355 JISC: https://www.jisc.ac.uk/blog/how-technology-can-help-dyslexic-learners-help-themselves-05-nov-2015Apps for productivity: https://plus.google.com/u/0/communities/104521131254315086328 



Multisensory approaches 
supporting inclusion



SEN3004
SEN3004  – BA Hons Special Needs & Inclusion
Approaches to Support Inclusion through Technology

https://plus.google.com/communities/108570514394376300693
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We have developed a technology enhanced approach to creating a range of immersive multisensory learning environments to support primary-aged children with SENDs. Themes explored include creative arts, music, storytelling, drama, robotics and media.

https://plus.google.com/communities/108570514394376300693


Background
Students using technology to design immersive storytelling 
environments and pupils moving between digital and physical 
spaces in order to explore narrative through collaboration and 
control. 

● multisensory storytelling ‘in which stories are not simply told 
but can be experienced with all our senses’: Preece & Zhao 
(2015, p.1) 

● digital and physical spaces ‘orchestrate..an environment in 
which (Zoe) can interact with the world in new and 
constructive ways’: Pagliano, (2000,p.5)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We have developed a technology enhanced approach to creating a range of immersive multisensory learning environments to support primary-aged children with SENDs. Themes explored include creative arts, music, storytelling, drama, robotics and media.Students using technology to design immersive storytelling environments and pupils moving between digital and physical spaces in order to explore narrative through collaboration and control.  multisensory storytelling ‘in which stories are not simply told but can be experienced with all our senses’: Preece & Zhao (2015, p.1) digital and physical spaces ‘orchestrate..an environment in which (Zoe) can interact with the world in new and constructive ways’: Pagliano, (2000,p.5)Pagliano, P., 1999. Multisensory environments. David Fulton Publishers. Preece, D. and Zhao, Y., 2015. Multi‐sensory storytelling: a tool for teaching or an intervention technique?. British Journal of Special Education, 42(4), pp.429-443.Ryu, H. and Parsons, D., 2008. Designing learning activities with mobile technologies. In: D. Spikol, D. et al., eds. Innovative Mobile Learning: Techniques and Technologies. Hershey NJ: Information Science Reference.



Richard Hirstwood

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://youtu.be/PkIKpOn7y98https://youtu.be/0xsj3S7UpsQIt's this combination of low and high-tech resources that enables immersive learning to take place. Children see, hear, touch and imagine new ways of finding out. They ask questions, want to know more, they are keen to try things for themselves and own their learning. This is something you might not get from using text books or a video.The key is integrating technology and creativity. I will never give up the bobbly white blanket, the large cardboard tubes, the crackly blue plastic sheet and bucket of polished stones that I use in many schools. But when these found materials are combined with sound, projected image and light to create an imagined environment, children are totally engrossed in the experience.  Yet in so many schools today science and the arts are kept separate. Children sit on their own in front of computer screens completing maths games rather than using video cameras in the school grounds to make films about number patterns in nature. Lights are saved for the school play, audio equipment for modern foreign language lessons.Instead we need to use ICT to create socially rich experiences, right across the curriculum. It's great that Michael Gove is encouraging teachers to use gadgets in computer science to develop the vision, imagination and creativity of children but what about drama or geography, history or creative writing lessons? We need to get better at using electronic resources creatively to make learning and teaching more effective.See: https://www.theguardian.com/teacher-network/teacher-blog/2012/mar/21/creativity-technology-classroom-teaching



Multisensory spaces

http://www.hirstwood.com/sensory-kits/sensory-kit-
ideas-sheets

https://www.theguardian.com/teacher-network/teacher-
blog/2012/mar/21/creativity-technology-classroom-
teaching

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
 

http://www.hirstwood.com/sensory-kits/sensory-kit-ideas-sheets
http://www.hirstwood.com/sensory-kits/sensory-kit-ideas-sheets
https://www.theguardian.com/teacher-network/teacher-blog/2012/mar/21/creativity-technology-classroom-teaching
https://www.theguardian.com/teacher-network/teacher-blog/2012/mar/21/creativity-technology-classroom-teaching
https://www.theguardian.com/teacher-network/teacher-blog/2012/mar/21/creativity-technology-classroom-teaching


Working with light

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SEN Sensory  Reactickles Magic Cause and effect sensory light box Cause and effect sensory sound box Fingerworks lite Tiltoria Neon Draw Touch Fire Spark Art Frisson Lite I love fireworks lite Fluidity Particles Perlin draw Light harp cosmic brush iMeba Art of glow Real Fireworks Spawn Glow HD Kaleidoscope Somantics Sensory Light box, Sensory sound box, Line Art, Perlin Draw, Fluidity, Gravitarium, Kaleidoscope, Spawnglow, Reacticles magic, Speak Up, I love fireworks lite, Art of Glow, Fingerworks Lite, Silk, Drawing Pad, Mega photo



Multisensory environments

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We have developed a technology-enhanced approach to creating a range of immersive multisensory learning environments to support primary-aged children with SENDs. We share examples from practice of students using technology to design immersive storytelling environments and pupils moving between digital and physical spaces in order to explore narrative through collaboration and control.  



Manipulating images

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Light trails, drawing with light, manipulating photos of lights, drawing in the dark with highlighter pens and UV torches



Manipulating images

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our experiences so far have demonstrated that technology-enabled multisensory environments for storytelling can provide experiential learning opportunities combining real world interaction with the creation of digital artefacts. Dark dens, putty, UV torches, writing in the dark, light boxes



Green screening

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
360 filming Google expeditions 



Animation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://youtu.be/RqSnBgc-AxMWhen it comes to the creation of animated stories in the classroom, StikBot Animations present the tools to make this easy. StikBots are surprisingly inspiring articulated plastic figures with suction cups on hands and feet enabling a variety of poses. Combine StikBots, with a device, the free Zing StikBot Studio app and even a green screen and children have their own animation studio at their finger tips. Pupils can use photos to form a background, add narration, music, and titles to create a quality production for sharing with others. Children can animate a story to resolve a playground conflict, to explore feelings and behaviour, or as a tool to express their own personal needs and views. 



VR: Google expeditions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Virtual lessons truly have the potential to engage a child’s sense of wonder; virtual reality offers children the chance to discover inaccessible or distant locations, and explore vistas and contexts that might never be seen in real life. For some children with SENDs, virtual reality presents an opportunity to motivate and engage learners who are hard to reach perhaps because of autism, disengagement or withdrawal.  A child with autism can nurture a special interest through this technology; children with physical disabilities or health issues who might experience limitations can collect their packed lunch, and set off on a virtual field trip of their own planning and choosing. For sighted children with SENDs, VR has the potential to be liberating; pupils can explore new landscapes without physical limitations.https://www.tes.com/resources/search/?&q=%23GoogleExpeditionshttps://www.youtube.com/channel/UCzuqhhs6NWbgTzMuM09WKDQhttps://edu.google.com/intl/en_uk/pioneer-program/



VR inspiring writing

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
http://nightzooteacher.com/post/131963359309/virtual-reality-inspired-creative-writinghttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5yW9DERuUWgEpic Citadelhttp://nightzooteacher.com/post/142461005519/vr-writing-experience-descriptive-settingshttps://www.nightzookeeper.com/edu/stories/56efe3ba8740c20300ab1e71https://youtu.be/5yW9DERuUWghttp://nightzooteacher.com/post/131963359309/virtual-reality-inspired-creative-writinghttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5yW9DERuUWg Epic Citadelhttp://nightzooteacher.com/post/142461005519/vr-writing-experience-descriptive-settingshttps://www.nightzookeeper.com/edu/stories/56efe3ba8740c20300ab1e71



VR and autism

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Virtual reality technology could help autistic people learn social skills. The strength of virtual reality is that it teaches those on the spectrum skills to implement in a safe practice environment before trying them out in the real world. Virtual reality technologies (VRTs) using head-mounted displays (HMDs) could help people with autism develop social skills and confidence, according to a researcher from the University of the West of England (UWE) Bristol.Dr Nigel Newbutt, UWE’s Associate Head of Media and Digital Cultures, has investigated how virtual world platforms can help people with autism navigate social situations such as visiting a coffee shop, going to the cinema or even attending a job interview.   “There is a growing evidence-base that suggests many people on the autism spectrum find interaction with technology easy and, in some cases, more natural than interacting with people”, says Dr Newbutt. Computer games and virtual reality worlds that have been designed for the general public have great potential to help someone on the autistic spectrum practice to develop their social skills, he believes. Virtual simulations of events can help those with autism to build their confidence without the fear of real-life consequences. The research team tested the reactions of a small group of people diagnosed with an autism spectrum condition to determine their acceptance wearing an HMD, their self-reported immersion, the presence experienced using the technology, and the experience and any anxiety levels associated with the overall experience.Dr Newbutt says: “Initial findings indicate that acceptance of wearing a HMD was positive and negative effects such as dizziness or sickness, sometimes associated with HMD use, was reported as low by the autism group.”The next stage will investigate adapting experiences by developing a targeted intervention programme, and specific skills development, and through helping people on the autism spectrum transfer the positive virtual experiences to the real world.https://virtualrealitysen.wikispaces.com/It can be used to support those on the autism spectrum to develop skills in independence.  One study by The University of Haifa found it helped with learning to cross the road and learning traffic lights. It was also noted to help with stress by having practiced any change of events. http://www.vrs.org.uk/ 



VR inspiring writing

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
http://nightzooteacher.com/post/131963359309/virtual-reality-inspired-creative-writinghttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5yW9DERuUWgEpic Citadelhttp://nightzooteacher.com/post/142461005519/vr-writing-experience-descriptive-settingshttps://www.nightzookeeper.com/edu/stories/56efe3ba8740c20300ab1e71



Designing spaces

https://youtu.be/e4keynvjxTE?t=24

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://youtu.be/e4 keynvjxTE Multi Sensory Environments: The BenefitsMotivation to be involved in one’s daily activities depends largely on the senses (Kristen Meyer). Cognitive psychologists suggest that the main ingredient of the intellectual phenomenon is sensory stimulation that allows a human being to apprehend through its senses its environment and respond towards it.Multi Sensory Environments improve the development of thought, intellegence and social skills. Multi Sensory Environments offer people with cognitive impairments and other challenging conditions the opportunity to enjoy and control a variety of sensory experiences.These populations rarely, if ever, experience the world as the majority of us do. Limitations of movement, vision, hearing, cognitive ability, constrained space, behavioral difficulties, perception issues, pain, and other problems create obstacles to their enjoyment of life. Multi Sensory Environments provide opportunities for bridging these barriers.Multi Sensory Environments generates a relaxing and calming effect, but also activates different perception areas aimed at basal stimulation for those who are neurologically impaired. Multi Sensory Environments can open up a whole new world for individuals with cognitive and physical impairments. Providing a stimulating environment can:Increase concentration and focus attentionDevelop or reactivate senses of hearing, sight, smell, touch, and tasteHeighten awareness and improve alertnessImprove coordination and motor developmentPromote cognitive development by increased brain functionLead participants to explore their environmentProvide securityBe an unrestrained atmosphere where participants feel able to enjoy themselves.Improve creativityStimulate the sensory building blocksDevelop of a sense of cause and effectDevelop language – more vocalizationPromote social interactionsPromote mental and physical relaxation  – Stress levels drop dramaticallyResult in more calmness and lower aggressive behaviorsIncrease opportunity for choice and self-determinationImprove communication and sharingLead to non-responsive patients becoming communicatativeProvide relief from pain and painful physiotherapyLast but not least, participants are happier and have fun.



Bear Hunt

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://youtu.be/m7Vy0GbvAd4



Reflections using Adobe Voice

Thematic analysis
Combining digital and physical  
Transfer to practice  
Understanding of narrative  
Pupil control and independence  

Immediacy and immersion  
Engagement of pupils and 
students  
Confidence with technology 
Emotional responses  
Student/pupil interaction  

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://youtu.be/3rBK1RjziXUAdobe voices pupils 1 and Students 4/5BillingbrookDorothy GoodmanRowan GateWe will share qualitative data from our student and teacher experiences via a thematic analysis of evidence from questionnaires, anecdotes from practice and digital artefacts captured with the apps Adobe Voice and iMovie by school pupils, teachers and students in order to illustrate the efficacy of the approach. Semi-structured interviews with teachers and support staff (3 schools)Focus group interview with 12 students  Adobe Voice reflections with 12 students and 12 pupilsStudent questionnaires (10)Two cycles of coding resulting in this set of themes. Applied across all of the sources of evidence. 



Quotes
Student  perceptions

‘This impacted the children in a positive way as they were able to participate in a 
fun, interactive activity in which they used sensory equipment to understand the 
story where the wild things are.’

‘For children who when you read them a story haven't got the ability to conjure 
up the images in their mind.’

Teachers’ practice

‘We're not talking about it we're doing it… I like to make an environment tell a 
story through a visual and a sound and some objects.’

‘Bringing in the images and the video it meant a lot more to them. It made the 
understanding come alive.’

Pupil engagement

‘I had so much fun. I would like to do ‘Room on the Broom’.’

‘I remember Jack and the wild trolls, do de do, the wild things.’

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our experiences so far have demonstrated that technology-enabled multisensory environments for storytelling can provide experiential learning opportunities combining real world interaction with the creation of digital artefacts. As a result of this, we acknowledge the need to embed the use of technology in SEND contexts through immersive approaches mixing physical and digital learning spaces. 



Summary
Our experiences so far have demonstrated that technology-
enabled multisensory environments for storytelling can 
provide experiential learning opportunities combining real 
world interaction with the creation of digital artefacts. 

As a result of this, we acknowledge the need to embed the use 
of technology in SEND contexts through immersive 
approaches mixing physical and digital learning spaces. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Pagliano, P., 1999. Multisensory environments. David Fulton Publishers. Preece, D. and Zhao, Y., 2015. Multi‐sensory storytelling: a tool for teaching or an intervention technique?. British Journal of Special Education, 42(4), pp.429-443.Ryu, H. and Parsons, D., 2008. Designing learning activities with mobile technologies. In: D. Spikol, D. et al., eds. Innovative Mobile Learning: Techniques and Technologies. Hershey NJ: Information Science Reference.



Bringing together physical and 
digital learning



Digital Learning across Boundaries

Digital Learning across Boundaries (DLaB) MOOC
http://dlaberasmus.eu
DLaB online 
community:https://plus.google.com/u/0/communities/117458443566280105364

http://dlaberasmus.eu/
https://plus.google.com/u/0/communities/117458443566280105364


Creating trails

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ramblr, map my walk, QR codes, PicCollage, leafsnap



Forest School



Wild writing

…mobiles capturing outdoor learning

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Technology outdoors themes: wild writing, art in the environment, creating trails and outdoor science



Wild writing



Art in the environment

https://www.thinglink.com/scene/838166724078469121
https://www.thinglink.com/scene/893192555754160128

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://www.thinglink.com/scene/838166724078469121https://www.thinglink.com/scene/893192555754160128

https://www.thinglink.com/scene/838166724078469121
https://www.thinglink.com/scene/893192555754160128


Ephemeral art

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As we worked together we also developed an interest in art that exists only temporarily in a physical form and then is later only available digitally: condensation, flattened grass, ice, lightsLinks with science



Virtual sculptures



Appstract art with Rollworld, LayerPic 
and Fragment



Sketchbook circles

https://padlet.com/eviemalpas95/mg8mopmo5i95

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://sketchbookcircle14.wordpress.com/circleobsessed/https://padlet.com/helencaldwell/arthttps://padlet.com/eviemalpas95/mg8mopmo5i95

https://padlet.com/eviemalpas95/mg8mopmo5i95


Planning to teach computing 
across the ability range



● Children will ‘use computational thinking and creativity to understand and change the world’
● Begin by building metacognition using the key concepts and approaches so that thinking 

strategies are explicit and transferable
●Unplugged plugged and real world applications

Primary Computing

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Compuational thinking has been descrived in different ways but there is a growing consensus that it is a cognitive or thought process involving logical reasoning by which problems are solve and artefacts, procedures and systems  are better understood. It embraces the ability to think algorithmically, in terms of decomposition, in genralisations, to make use of patterns, to think in abstractions, choosing good representaions and to be able to evaluate. Barefoot Computing resources - worth checking outThese are skills we use all the time across all subjects, but without them as learning milestones the learning can sometimes get lost. All of these are key to being able to program - you wouldn’t ever address all of them at once, but you should be aware of them all so you can introduce them to your class as appropriate and at an appropriate level



UpTIME: scaffolding planning

https://challengingcomputing.wordpress.com/uptime/
Chris Shelton University of Chichester

Constructivism, based 
on students’ active 
participation in problem-
solving and critical 
thinking, has profoundly 
influenced the teaching 
of programming (Ben-Ari 
1998). It implies a need 
for authentic and 
meaningful experiences 
to support learning 
based on prior 
experiences and models 
of the world.

Sentance, S. and Csizmadia, A., 2016. 
Computing in the curriculum: Challenges 
and strategies from a teacher’s perspective. 
Education and Information Technologies, 
pp.1-27.

…building teachers’ repertoire rather than recipes

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Recipes are not purposeful and challenging. Easy wins.We should do projects: repertoire not recipesConstructionist community providing rich open ended learning opportunities1. Meaningful projects rather than limited puzzles2. Self-directed challenges3. Dialogic teaching (Alexander) and a growth mindset (Dweck)NC can be interpreted very broadlyUpTIME: use tinker improve make evaluateScaffolding teachers’s planningLearning driven rather than activity driven Tinkering and bricolage (Papert)Dialogic exploratory talk: cumulative, reciprocal, supportive and purposeful  (Alexander, Wegerif and Dawes)Children set their own learning challenge from a choice of 3 or 4 (Dweck) and take responsibility for their learning. The following activities, drawn from the suggestions by teachers, would allsupport a constructivist pedagogy:Active learning experiences which involve the student (for example, unplugged,kinesthetic activities) Learning by exploration (open-ended tasks, exploring programming environments) Learning by solving problems (self-directed projects, problem-solving)Using examples that are relevant to students’ own experiences (relating to realworldexperiences)Open-ended discussion and working in groups (group tasks, team problemsolving

https://challengingcomputing.wordpress.com/uptime/


Ideas to reinforce key vocabulary…

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thinking firstly about computingDiscuss the 15 second clips by Claire Loriet- to describe the key vocal used within the new computing curriculum. We watched these and decide to research some for our selves. Once we made links with our own lives, we created a screen cast using explain everything. 



Computational thinking across subjects

Digital makers: creators, 
collaborators, digitally critical, 
responsible and active learners 
who use computational 
thinking across the curriculum



Everyday algorithms
Repeat 32 times:
If previous chair is stacked:
Stand behind chair
Pick up chair
Walk to the aisle
Walk to front of the first set of tables
If there are no chairs there:
Place chair nearest the door

Else
If there are less than 5 chairs in the stack:

Add chair to stack
Else

Make new stack next to previous
Else
Wait

Chair stacking

Thanks to @swaygrantham

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Getting the children to think about everyday tasks which they do is a great way to introduce computational thinkingStart with decomposition - when we planned this we worked out the algorithm for stacking our chair firstThen we worked out how we could repeat the same instructions for the chairs in the rowWe started out planning our own ideas/flowcharts, then sharing as a group and eventually sharing togetherThis is the result of a whole lesson of work….and it is flawed...any ideas why?This is on our wall so anyone covering my class knows how to stack my chairs at the end of the daySuccess criteria is a great example of an algorithm. These are the things you should include to write a diary entry.�If you follow the algorithm carefully, you will have successfully written a diary entry...the context is irrelevant, it doesn’t matter that your writing is different to your partners as long as you’ve included these things�Using the language of computational thinking in everyday tasks, demystifies it for children but also reinforces the context



How do I make 
that?…decomposition

Thanks to @swaygrantham

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Link to instructional writingGeneralise to other recipesRemix and resuse strategies



How do I program this?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another key skill is to be able to debug - finding your own mistakesAgain this can be used across the curriculum - what about an incorrect calculation in maths?We know how difficult it is for chn to find their own mistakes, or even adults, they need to learn the process of checking each line carefully etc.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SVVB5RQfYxkGoogle are going to explain their use of Computational ThinkingThere’s no mention of coding and understanding programming, yet so much of what they do is about the concepts of computational thinkingProgramming is difficult if you don’t put these two things together



Makey Makey Playdate

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
PlaydatesDigital makersMicro:bits



Scratch 2.0 community

Moving from computational 
thinking to computational 
participation: “the ability to 
solve problems with others, 
design systems for and with 
others, and draw on computer 
science concepts, practices and 
perspectives to understand the 
cultural and social natures of 
human behaviour” (Kafai and 
Burke 2014)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Participation in an international community. Participation rather than just thinkingComputational participation: Yasmin Kafai and colleagues at the university of pensylvania. Remixing, communities of coding, Scratch 2.0, commenting, backpacking, using studiosLearning about esafety, digital literacy and copyrightA broader more inclusive framwork exapanding beyond individual problem solving to personal expression , creative design and social engagement (Resnick 2014) Backpack, studios, remixing and resusing



Physical and digital

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Learn through playDon’t be put off by failureCelebrate successesWork with others



Wearable tech

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Bareconductive paint and threadhttps://www.microbit.co.uk/mobilehttps://www.microbit.co.uk/getting-started/block-editorTo pair your micro:bit to your phone or tablet:Select ‘Connections’Select ‘Pair a new micro:bit’On your micro:bit hold the A and B buttons, at the same time press and release RESET – this will send your micro:bit into Pairing Mode and it will display a patternCopy the pattern from your micro:bit onto the grid in the app (Here's a tip! Fill in the top most lit square of each column to fill in all squares underneath it at once)Select Next or Pair, when asked for a code or PIN, press button A on your micro:bitEnter the code or PIN. The numbers will loop for 30 seconds, so don't worry if you don't get it first time. If you're finding it tricky, ask a friend to help. One of you can read the numbers on the micro:bit while the other types them in to the appWhen you see the success message press the RESET button on the back of your microbit and you’re done.Can you make the Micro:bit spell out a word/phrase when you click A?Can you make the Micro:bit display a pattern when you click B?Can you make the Micro:bit display a random numbers from 0-9 when you click A+B together? Can you make the Micro:bit display a smiley face when it is shaken?It will need plenty of DEBUGGING to make this right- use the simulator to see if you have programmed it correctly. 



Deconstructing technology

…STEM to STEAM inspired by art

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We began by deconstructing electronic devices such as old laptops, phones, videos and DVD players using pliers, screwdrivers and hammers! We used what we found inside the equipment to construct birds or to attach to cardboard birds. After the birds were constructed we used the app MadPad  compose and record a ‘song’ for our birds. As a finale we looked at each bird and listened to the songs and later, we attached this to each bird using a QR code.



Rescue Robots

…real world applications

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Examples of STEM to STEAM projects: real world applicationsPredict how to make your Beebot form a number- What would the Algorithm be?  Can you make a key date in history? Can they make the number which is 100 more than 20? Your Beebot is in the Great Fire of London! How could you guide it to safety?  Your Beebot is a Mars Rover which has to navigate around a rocky terrain. What algorithm can you give it for a set path?  (Use skipping ropes/ screwed up paper to make terrain) Device a Beebot Relay race. Start point then goes to one line comes back, turns round then goes to next line, turns round and comes back. Who is the first to do it correctly? Predict the algorithm. Did it work? Zig-zag through cones? Stricty Come Beebots!- Film the Beebot performing a dance routine- can they copy? 



STEM garden

…STEM garden



Robots and autism

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://youtu.be/wdF7TwhUgLYhttps://youtu.be/5pjuNBCO-Ps 



Computing unplugged

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Dance routines, songs, playground games (kide and seek, tag, stuck in the mud), networks in the playground, cooking, magic tricks, ….Before writing code you should work to break down the problem - doing these unplugged tasks before hand gives you a good chance to refer back to them when they’ve being overwhelmed by the contextVerbalise - what do you want it to do?Flowchart - separate out the actionsPlan - combine flowchart and codeKinaesthetic active learning



Unplugged ideas

https://www.theguardian.com/teacher-network/2017/mar/01/teaching-computing-try-switching-off-
your-screens

Robot hamster playground
Kitchen computing
Codes for transmission
Conditional questions
Human beatbox

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://www.theguardian.com/teacher-network/2017/mar/01/teaching-computing-try-switching-off-your-screensComputing is now a required part of the curriculum from early years to key stage 3 and beyond. But the subject is much more than just using a computer and learning about programming: it’s a way of thinking, of understanding the world so that people can change it.Those thinking skills can also be developed away from the computer; in fact, moving away from the screen can often help students understand the ideas without being distracted by the technology. They are more likely, as well, to be able to transfer them to new contexts.Here are five good ways of introducing and developing computational thinking across the curriculum through engaging physical activities.Human beatboxMusic is a stimulating context for developing logical reasoning, as students think about the structure of music and tunes. This human beatbox activity can help students learn about repetition and parallelism by using their bodies and voices to layer sounds, with different motions and different people acting together to make a piece of music.Begin with a simple clapping rhythm, then ask groups of students to add to their mix. They can draw a flow chart to record their compositions. Students will instinctively include nested loops (loops within loops) but you could introduce the idea of parallelism with several sets of instructions running at the same time, as illustrated below, and show how messages can trigger other threads.FacebookTwitterPinterest An algorithm for three musicians running in parallel and responding to a broadcast message. Photograph: Helen CaldwellYou might extend this activity by asking students to flowchart dance routines such as the Hokey Cokey or songs like Hey Jude, which brings in pattern recognition and decomposition. If you later decide to bring it back to computers to take it further, the web tool Incredibox is useful for showing how sound layers can be built up. And the free online music-coding environment Sonic Pi is a natural progression.Robot hamster playgroundStudents can see algorithms executed in real life by controlling human “robots.” Not only can they tell someone how to make a sandwich, they can navigate a “robot hamster,” played by one of the children, through an obstacle course.Ask groups of students to create obstacle stations that combine into a course using simple apparatus. They can use an invented notation (such as the one below) to create a string of commands and send their hamster through the course. This naturally leads into students debugging their programs when their robot hamsters get stuck.You can also explore how to make the programs shorter with loops and conditional “If – then” statements. For example, rather than saying “Forward two, climb over the bench, forward three, crawl under the table” and so on for the next four obstacles, a shorter program could be, “For the next six obstacles, forward until you reach an obstacle. If it’s tall then crawl under else climb over.”FacebookTwitterPinterest A possible notation for moving through an obstacle course. Photograph: Helen CaldwellA variation is to have groups of students shouting commands to direct a blindfolded robot to throw a ball to hit a goal or an opponent. Find more human robot ideas on Dr Techniko’s blog and on the Teaching London Computing resource hub.Kitchen computingRecipes are culinary algorithms; looking at similar recipes of a certain dish can develop the computational thinking concepts of abstraction and generalisation. For example, ask students to compare different recipes for fruit salad or tomato pasta sauces and create a template for a general version of the recipe. They will have to generalise to find the core of the recipe and use abstraction to find the most appropriate level of detail to write it.Growth mindset: practical tips you may not have tried yet Read moreStudents then take their general recipe and use that to create a new dish, perhaps with a fantasy character such as Super Mario (to make Super Mario Spaghetti) in mind. They may need to debug their recipe if it doesn’t taste good. There are more ideas for kitchen computing on the Barefoot Computing site.Codes for transmissionCodes can be used to hide messages. They can also help transmit messages, by changing the representation of some information into a form that’s easier to send over some channels. This is the same idea as computers using 1s and 0s to represent all data internally. Semaphore, using light from a torch, and Morse code, using sound from a buzzer or horn, are good examples and easy for students to use.For the activity, split students into two groups at opposite ends of the playground, school hall or classroom. Give each group a handout showing the symbols in the code you’re using, the tools needed for the code, and some messages. Have the teams race to send messages across the space using the codes.The students will come across ideas and processes that happen in computer networks, such as controlling the rate of transmission, error checking and error correction. Children will quickly understand the need for them and could well invent their own solutions. For example, if two people are using semaphore to communicate and one person moves from position to position too quickly, the other will lose bits of the message. For reliable and quick transmission, the receiver of the message will need to be able to say “speed up” and “slow down”. Semaphore has a good example of different representations: letters A to K are also used to represent digits. Conditional questionsConditional statements are about making choices in algorithms: “If this ... then that ... else the other”. Students can see how simple statements and conditions can be combined to form complex behaviour, and this shows how complex behaviour can come from algorithms that use these same simple statements.An easy start to this activity is “Simon says”: “If the instruction starts ‘Simon says’ then do it, else spin around.” You can then make it more complex with more conditional statements: “If I say an odd number then sit down else if I say a number larger than 10 then touch your head.” You can easily invent your own questions and statements to integrate the activity with other subjects, such as true/false questions about history.Activities such as these can help children to explore key computing concepts and think about their application to real world contexts before returning to a plugged environment to create and share their own programs.Helen Caldwell and Neil Smith are editors of Teaching Computing Unplugged in Primary Schools.

https://www.theguardian.com/teacher-network/2017/mar/01/teaching-computing-try-switching-off-your-screens
https://www.theguardian.com/teacher-network/2017/mar/01/teaching-computing-try-switching-off-your-screens


Human beatbox

An algorithm for three musicians running in 
parallel and responding to a broadcast 
message.



What does a technology-enabled 
supportive classroom look like?



Next steps?
● explore the use of sound

● look at mobile devices

● develop personalised strategies

● allow time to develop routines

● train staff in adopting a multisensory approach

● support print with visuals and media

● use technology to promote self-esteem

● learn how to create and customise accessible resources

● make resources available online in digital format and navigable 
using headings and hyperlinks



• 60 Masters’ credits through 2 modules over 2 years

• Online course with optional face to face sessions and continual tutor 
support

• Shared enquiry with fellow teachers in an online community

• Designed to help you lead positive change in your school

• Flexible content across computing and digital literacy

• Assessment tasks linking classroom practice with theory and 
research

• No need to be an expert in the field

Postgraduate Certificate in Primary Computing

Contact
helen.caldwell@northampton.ac.uk

mailto:helen.caldwell@northampton.ac.uk


Links
Contact details:

Helen Caldwell, Senior Lecturer in Education, University of Northampton
helen.caldwell@northampton.ac.uk
@helencaldwel

Links:

Keynote slides: goo.gl/jxaANb 
Postgraduate Certificate in Primary Computing:
https://www.northampton.ac.uk/study/courses/postgraduate-certificate-primary-computing-pgce/

Digital Learning across Boundaries (DLaB) MOOC:
http://dlaberasmus.eu
DLaB online community:
https://plus.google.com/u/0/communities/117458443566280105364

Padlets:
Inclusive art:
https://padlet.com/helencaldwell/art
Multisensory learning:
https://padlet.com/helencaldwell/multi
Virtual sculptures:
https://padlet.com/helencaldwell/virtualsculptures
Wild writing:
https://padlet.com/helencaldwell/ufltdob77zed
Computing for All:
https://padlet.com/helencaldwell/inclusivecomputing
Computing unplugged:
https://padlet.com/helencaldwell/unplugged

https://www.northampton.ac.uk/study/courses/postgraduate-certificate-primary-computing-pgce/
http://dlaberasmus.eu/
https://plus.google.com/u/0/communities/117458443566280105364
https://padlet.com/helencaldwell/art
https://padlet.com/helencaldwell/multi
https://padlet.com/helencaldwell/virtualsculptures
https://padlet.com/helencaldwell/ufltdob77zed
https://padlet.com/helencaldwell/inclusivecomputing
https://padlet.com/helencaldwell/unplugged
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